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INTRODUCTION


The concept of acoustic interference is familiar to


anyone who has tried to have a conversation in a noisy


restaurant or to listen for the ring of a phone in another


room through the acoustic clutter from a nearby televi-

sion. In such situations the collective noise from many


sources or the clutter of voices coming from a single


location may impede one’s ability to understand, rec-

ognize or even detect sounds of interest. This type of


acoustic interference is referred to as masking and


results in the reduction of a receiver’s performance, as


the sound of interest cannot be effectively perceived,


recognized or decoded. In the case of 2-way communi-

cation involving a sender and a receiver, masking


results in the reduction of both the sender’s and the


receiver’s performance; a phenomenon we will refer to


here as communication masking.
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ABSTRACT: Acoustic masking from anthropogenic noise is increasingly being considered as a threat

to marine mammals, particularly low-frequency specialists such as baleen whales. Low-frequency

ocean noise has increased in recent decades, often in habitats with seasonally resident populations of

marine mammals, raising concerns that noise chronically influences life histories of individuals and

populations. In contrast to physical harm from intense anthropogenic sources, which can have acute

impacts on individuals, masking from chronic noise sources has been difficult to quantify at individ-
ual or population levels, and resulting effects have been even more difficult to assess. This paper pre-
sents an analytical paradigm to quantify changes in an animal’s acoustic communication space as a

result of spatial, spectral, and temporal changes in background noise, providing a functional defini-
tion of communication masking for free-ranging animals and a metric to quantify the potential for

communication masking. We use the sonar equation, a combination of modeling and analytical tech-
niques, and measurements from empirical data to calculate time-varying spatial maps of potential

communication space for singing fin (Balaenoptera physalus), singing humpback (Megoptera


novaeangliae), and calling right (Eubalaena glacialis) whales. These illustrate how the measured loss

of communication space as a result of differing levels of noise is converted into a time-varying mea-
sure of communication masking. The proposed paradigm and mechanisms for measuring levels of

communication masking can be applied to different species, contexts, acoustic habitats and ocean

noise scenes to estimate the potential impacts of masking at the individual and population levels.
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The term masking was borrowed by analogy from


vision and in general refers to the failure by a person to


recognize the occurrence of one type of stimulus as a


result of the interfering presence of another stimulus.


Auditory masking was first empirically measured and


quantified by experiments testing a listener’s ability to


hear a test tone in the presence of noise (Tanner 1958).


In humans, masking is the amount (or process) by


which the audibility threshold for one sound is raised


by the presence of another sound (Moore 1982, p 74).


Early masking studies in humans showed that tonal


signals are most effectively masked by tonal sounds or


broadband noise with frequencies similar to the sig-

nal’s frequency (Wegel & Lane 1924, Fletcher 1940).


Further studies revealed that this basic principle of


masking applies to non-human mammals as well


(Scharf 1970, Fay 1988). These observations along with


additional evidence suggest that the mammalian audi-

tory system segregates an incoming acoustic signal


into its constituent frequencies, leading to optimization


of signal-to-noise ratio and parallel processing of the


harmonic components of complex sounds (Moore 1982,


Fay 1992, Niemiec et al. 1992).


There are 2 major, but not necessarily exclusive, cat-

egories of masking: energetic masking and informa-

tional masking (Ihlefeld & Shinn-Cunningham 2008,


Yost et al. 2008). Traditional energetic masking refers


to the case when the masking sound contains energy


in the same frequency band and occurs at the same


time as the signal of interest, such that the signal is


inaudible. In contrast, informational masking is consid-

ered to operate further along in the auditory process


and occurs when the signal is still audible but cannot


be disentangled from a sound with similar characteris-

tics (Watson 1987, Brungart 2004). Most of us are famil-

iar with both energetic and informational masking,


and have experienced situations which involved mix-

tures of both forms.


There has been substantial research on the effects of


noise on human hearing and speech communication


(e.g. Pearsons et al. 1977, Nilsson et al. 1994; for


reviews see Kryter 1994, Miller 1997, Yost 2000), con-

centration and cognitive functions (e.g. general


‘annoyance’), and physiological functions, including


stress responses (e.g. Schultz 1978, Beranek & Ver


1992, Tafalla & Evans 1997, Evans 2001). These


impacts can occur in environments with persistent lev-

els of elevated ambient noise, such as under industrial


work conditions, where chronic exposure can result in


hearing loss (Kryter 1994). Such physiological effects,


although not considered communication masking in


the traditional sense of the term, can result in the loss


of one’s ability to detect important sounds. Addition-

ally, studies have been conducted on how people use


sound as a means of sensing the acoustic ‘scene’ in a


spatial manner analogous to visual field perception


(Bregman 1990), as well as on the longer-term and


larger-scale deleterious effects of the noise environ-

ment on human development and behavior (e.g. Evans


2001, 2003). For marine mammals, Richardson et al.


(1995) presented an excellent overview and outline of


noise masking, while recognizing the inherent difficul-

ties of quantifying the potential effects. The analytical


paradigms arising from these and other studies pro-

vide a useful starting framework by which to explore


the effects of noise on marine animals (e.g. Southall et


al. 2007).


Masking in a broad sense is a key concern regarding


the non-injurious impact of interfering sound on marine


wildlife, and the potential for communication masking


is the aspect most often associated with long-term ef-

fects of anthropogenic sound. That noise from anthro-

pogenic sources might affect marine mammal commu-

nication was first articulated by Payne & Webb (1971),


who proposed that the collective, very low frequency


noise (<100 Hz) from ocean shipping might reduce the


range over which blue (Balaenoptera musculus) and fin


(B. physalus) whales are able to communicate. These


whales are members of a remarkable group of marine


mammals that have adapted to an aquatic existence


over tens of millions of years (see Reynolds & Rommel


1999). During this evolutionary period, marine mam-

mals evolved many ingenious mechanisms for produc-

ing, receiving and using sound for a variety of biologi-

cal functions (e.g. Schusterman 1981, Clark 1990, Au


1993, Richardson et al. 1995, Tyack 1998, Wartzok &


Ketten 1999, Clark & Ellison 2004).


Different groups of marine mammals appear to be


tuned to different frequency bands, despite being gen-

erally quite similar in how they hear in the presence of


interfering noise, and having ears that appear to be fun-

damentally similar in structure and function. Recently,


Southall et al. (2007) suggested using an ‘M-weighting’


function1 as an appropriate method to account for a


marine mammal’s auditory sensitivity in assessing


potential impacts of exposure to high-level sounds. For


baleen whales, Richardson et al. (1995) and Clark &


Ellison (2004) deduced that low-frequency auditory


thresholds are very likely ambient noise limited. Con-

sequently, these low-frequency specialists will be dis-

proportionately affected by changes in low-frequency


noise levels and thus particularly susceptible to the


masking effects of noise on their communication sig-

nals. It is likely that acoustic masking by anthropogenic


sounds is having an increasingly prevalent impact on


animals’ access to acoustic information that is essential
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1Derived for different marine mammal ‘functional hearing

groups’ and in a manner based on the C-weighting function

used in humans.
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for communication and other important activities such


as navigation and prey/predator detection. In an evolu-

tionary time frame relevant to species adaptations,


these impacts are essentially immediate. Developing a


critical and extensive understanding of these issues will


require a broad-based, rigorous and quantitative ap-

proach that better identifies the underlying


relationships, factors, and variables.


There has been an increasing level of discussion and


debate over how marine mammals may be affected by


anthropogenic noise in the ocean (see NRC 2000, 2003,


2005, Cox et al. 2006, Southall et al. 2007), with most


attention directed at understanding the physiological


and behavioral impacts from short-term, small-scale,


high intensity exposures (i.e. acute). There is recogni-

tion that long-term, large-scale (i.e. chronic), low


intensity noise exposures might also be affecting indi-

viduals and populations, and communication masking


is often mentioned or implied as a probable mecha-

nism (Payne & Webb 1971, Richardson et al. 1995, NRC


2000, 2003, Southall 2005, Nowacek et al. 2007, Hatch


et al. 2008). Richardson et al. (1995) outlined the basic


components for, and a few models have been created


to estimate, the spatial extent of communication mask-

ing. One such model for beluga whales Delphi-

napterus leucas considered the physical environment


as well as both the acoustic behavior and hearing abil-

ity of the animal (Erbe & Farmer 2000). Nevertheless,


there has not yet been an overarching paradigm for


evaluating or measuring, in a realistic spatial sense,


the potential impacts (either short- or long-term) from


communication masking on free-ranging animals.


Here we consider acoustic communication masking


in the marine environment with particular attention to


a major group of marine mammals, the mysticetes, due


to their low-frequency vocalization range and the


ubiquitous growth in oceanic noise in this same range


(Andrew et al. 2002, McDonald et al. 2006). We enu-

merate a number of key concepts such as acoustic


habitat, acoustic scene, acoustic space and acoustic


ecology to expand on some previous syntheses and


recent research (e.g. Richardson et al. 1995, Clark &


Ellison 2004, Southall et al. 2007, Hatch et al. 2008). We


introduce the concept of a dynamic spatio-spectral-

temporal acoustic habitat, and use this perspective to


develop analytical representations by which to study


the masking effects of noise on acoustic communica-

tion. We formalize a protocol that integrates a form of


the sonar equation (Urick 1983) with biological know-

ledge to quantify the effects of an actual moving


anthropogenic noise source on the area over which a


single animal’s acoustic communication signal might


be recognized by a uniformly distributed set of con-

specifics. The result is standardized by referencing


that area to the ambient noise conditions without


anthropogenic sources to yield a time-varying masking


index. This procedure for a single, stationary calling


animal in a time-varying acoustic scene is then


expanded to a population of stationary calling animals


to quantify variability of communication masking


throughout a habitat region. Furthermore, we general-

ize the algorithm to include multiple noise sources and


thereby formalize a method for quantifying the cumu-

lative effects of co-varying numbers and types of


anthropogenic sources.


Background


A broad consideration of acoustic masking must


include the masking of conspecific communications, as


well as the masking of other biologically important


sounds (e.g. echolocation sounds for foraging and


sounds from predators) and abiotic sound cues (e.g.


sounds from a distant shoreline, earthquakes, volume


reverberation). Furthermore, we must consider both


short-term, proximate effects (e.g. the temporary


inability of an animal to hear the communication calls


of a conspecific) as well as long-term, ultimate effects


(e.g. decreased survivorship and fecundity as a result


of the persistent degradation of an acoustic habitat


over an animal’s lifetime).


A central concept is the effective 3-dimensional


space over which bioacoustic activity occurs (‘bio-

acoustic space’). Some of the most common types


(Table 1) include the space over which (1) sounds from
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Receiver Sound source

Self Conspecific Other species Abiotic


Self Echolocation: navigation Communication Predator avoidance, Navigation,

and food finding food finding food finding


Conspecific Communication Eavesdropping, bi-static navi- NA Bi-static

gation, bi-static food finding navigation


Other species Detection by predator Bi-static food finding Eavesdropping NA


Table 1. Matrix listing different types of acoustic spaces that can be affected by noise masking. NA: not applicable
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an individual animal can be heard by other con-

specifics, or a listening animal can hear sounds from


other conspecifics (i.e. ‘communication space’ or ‘bi-

static space’); (2) an individual animal can hear bio-

acoustic signals from itself (i.e.‘ echolocation’ or ‘echo-

ranging space’); (3) an individual animal can hear


sounds from interacting conspecifics (i.e. ‘eavesdrop-

ping space’); (4) an individual animal can hear biologi-

cally relevant signals from animals other than con-

specifics (i.e. ‘predator space’); (5) an individual animal


can hear biologically relevant food resource cues (i.e.


‘volume reverberation space’); and (6) an individual


animal can hear physically relevant sound cues from


oceanographic features (i.e. ‘reverberation space’,


‘internal wave space’)2. At any one time an individual


animal has multiple acoustic spaces, some dominated


by factors operating within the biological, evolutionary


domain (e.g. receiver characteristics including hearing


abilities as well as source level, directivity, and fre-

quency band of a calling conspecific) and some domi-

nated by physical factors operating outside of an evo-

lutionary domain (e.g. water depth, sound velocity


profile, substrate composition, backscatter), and some


of which are co-dependent and co-varying.


We define ‘communication space’ as the volume of


space surrounding an individual, within which


acoustic communication with other conspecifics can be


expected to occur. It is similar to ‘active space’ (e.g.


Brenowitz 1982, Janik 2000), but here we expand on


this concept with regard to acoustic communication.


The size and shape of any particular bioacoustic space


is influenced by multiple factors which vary differently


over time. For example, the communication space of a


caller will vary considerably depending on a host of


variables relating to both sender and receiver, includ-

ing source level, directivity, and orientation; sound


transmission path conditions; ambient noise; and


receiver orientation and detection capabilities. The


values of these factors and their combinations will vary


for different bioacoustic spaces and different species.


For example, an animal’s echolocation space is likely


to be smaller than its communication space because


the transmission loss for the echoing signal at a given


distance is twice that for a communication signal; this


would be even more so if the echolocation signal is


much higher in frequency than the communication sig-

nal, and thus subject to additional scattering and


absorption losses. Likewise, the communication space


of a pilot whale whistling in the 7–15 kHz frequency


band will be much smaller than the communication


space of a fin whale calling in the 30–80 Hz band, even


if the output levels are similar, as a result of physical


acoustics. While communication space has not been


extensively studied in animals, some interesting calcu-

lations and estimates have been made for red-winged


blackbirds Agelaius phoeniceus (Brenowitz 1982),


bowhead whales Balaena mysticetus (Richardson et


al. 1995), blue monkeys Cercopithecus mitis and grey-

cheeked mangabees Cercocubus albigena (Brown


1989), yellowfin tuna Thunnus albacares (Finneran et


al. 2000), bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus


(Janik 2000), and northern elephant seals Mirounga


angustirostris (Southall et al. 2003).
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CR Communication range


CS Communication space (km2)


DI Directivity index (dB)


DT Detection threshold (dB)


ƒ0 Mean or center frequency (Hz)


Leq Equivalent level (dB)


M Communication masking index


NL Noise band level (dB re 1 µPa) at a receiver, i.e.

the sum of ambient noise and noises from

specific sources with distinctive spatial and

temporal parameters


NSL Noise source level (dB)


NTL Noise transmission loss (dB)


PCS Potential communication space (km2)


PR Probability of recognition


PSD Power spectral density


R0 Range between source and receiver (m)


RD Recognition differential (dB)


RINT Range interval (m)


RL Received level of sound at a receiver (dB)


rms Root mean square


S Sender


SBNMS Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary


SE Signal excess (dB)


SEL Sound energy level (dB re 1 µPa2 s)


SG Signal processing gain (dB)


SL Source level of sound as emitted with reference

to a 1 m distance, dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m


SNR Signal-to-noise ratio (since this is a ratio there is

no reference unit)


SPL Sound pressure level (dB)


SRD Source-receiver depth (m), depth of calling and

receiving whales


T Duration (s)


TL One way transmission loss between sound

source and receiver inclusive of spreading losses,

refraction, scattering, absorption and other

boundary losses (dB). We use the KRAKEN

model to calculate TL (Porter & Reiss 1985)


W Bandwidth (Hz)


ρc Acoustic impedance


Table 2. List of abbreviations


2There are cases where information is available to an animal


via the acoustic channel from the combination of a bioacoustic


signal and the effects of sound propagation on that signal, for


example the multi-modal arrivals of a communication call


(Premus & Spiesberger 1997). We recognize but do not con-

sider these other cases here.


Note:


The units for SNR


and TL were


corrected after


publication
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In the following section we translate the concept of 

acoustic space as outlined above into a series of math- 

ematical expressions based on a family of sonar equa- 

tions. We use this modeled approach as the framework 

by which to quantify the masking effects of ambient 

noise and specific sound sources on communication 

space. We provide examples of communication mask- 

ing due to shipping noise for 3 mysticete whale spe- 

cies. A solution for cumulative impact from multiple 

noise sources is achieved by generalizing the algo- 

rithm, and the resultant metric is standardized by ref- 

erence to the amount of communication space that 

would have been available under what we define as 

ancient ambient noise conditions. 

METHODOLOGY 

A model of communication masking must include 

the basic elements of source characteristics, acoustic 

propagation and received sound exposure, with the 

result cast in metrics that provide a methodology for 

assessing the relative effects of communication mask- 

ing on the animal’s bioacoustic space. The key ele- 

ments in the model must at least extend from the 

noise(s) and/or sound(s) experienced by the animal 

through the initial stages of the animal’s auditory 

processes when the sound of interest is recognized. 

Table 2 lists terms and abbreviations used. 

Examples 

Fig. 1 shows 24 h spectrograms based on acoustic 

data collected with similar recorders in 2 different 

habitats with known populations of fin whales; Fig. 1A 

is from the Gulf of California, a habitat with low back-

ground noise conditions, while Fig. 1B is from the


Mediterranean Sea, a habitat with high background


noise conditions (Clark et al. 2002, Croll et al. 2002).


Fin whales were singing in both habitats and are very


evident in the Baja California habitat (Fig. 1A), but


barely evident in the Mediterranean habitat which is


dominated by shipping noise (Fig. 1B).


In Fig. 2, we convert those data into quantile statis-

tics for the power spectral density (PSD) distribution.


For the Gulf of California habitat (Fig. 2A), this reveals


a dominant 20 Hz peak representing the collective


voices of fin whale singers, while for the Mediterra-

nean habitat (Fig. 2B) there is no apparent 20 Hz peak,


and the contribution of singers to the spectral energy


distribution is hidden within a broader, 15–80 Hz band


of noise.  Thus fin whale singers in the Gulf of Califor-

nia are not masked by noise in their communication


band (18–28 Hz), while band level noise in the Medi-

terranean Sea, at least for this 24 h period, is so high


that singers might have a problem being heard by


other fin whales. Conversion of these kinds of acoustic


scenes into measures of communication masking


requires careful consideration and inclusion of vari-

ability in the temporal, spectral and spatial dimensions


of the acoustic environment at biologically meaningful


resolutions. That is, the temporal resolution of the


analysis should match the durations of the sounds pro-

duced and perceived by the species of concern, just as


the spectral resolution should be matched to the fre-

quency bands in which the species communicates, and


the spatial resolution should be matched to an area


over which the animal communicates.


An example of adjusting spectral resolutions to


match the frequency characteristics of species-specific


whale sounds may be seen in recent data collected
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Fig. 1. Examples of 24 h acoustic scenes for 2 habitats in which male fin whales were singing: (A) Gulf of California and (B)

Mediterranean Sea (2 kHz sampling rate, 1024 pt FFT, 50% overlap, Hanning window). Both recorders were similar with flat


(±1.0 dB) frequency response between 10 and 585 Hz. Scale bar indicates rms pressure level in dB re 1 µPa
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from an autonomous seafloor recorder in


the Stellwagen Bank National Marine


Sanctuary (SBNMS), an area with known


seasonal populations of fin, humpback


and North Atlantic right whales (Fig. 3).


On 27 December 2007, a commercial ves-

sel, the MV ‘New England’, transited


through the northern part of the sanctuary


from 04:40 to 06:30 h, passing within ca.


0.5 km of the recorder at 05:05 h. A second


commercial vessel, the MV ‘Marchekan’,


passed through the middle part of the


sanctuary from 14:50 to 20:50 h, passing


within 13 km of the recorder at 16:30 h.


The close passage of the MV ‘New Eng-

land’ is seen as a dramatic broadband


spike in the spectrogram (Fig. 3A), while


Fig. 3B tracks the recorded sound levels in


3 frequency bands matching those of


singing fin, singing humpback and calling


right whales. This quantification of noise


level for each of the 3 species demon-

strates how the same sound source will


have different relative levels and variabil-

ity depending on the frequency band of


interest.


To gain a sense of how sound is distrib-

uted throughout the acoustic environment


in which whales occur, one needs to spa-

tially sample a large area that encom-

passes a representative portion of their


acoustic habitat, thus adding the critical


dimension of spatial variability to the com-

munication masking process.


Such spatial distribution of acoustic


power from a single source can be seen in
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Fig. 2. Order statistic analysis for the 24 h acoustic samples in which fin whales were singing as shown in Fig. 1 for (A) Gulf of

California and (B) Mediterranean Sea; order statistics: 50th percentile (middle line), 95th percentile (top line) and 5th percentile


(bottom line). PSD: power spectral density


Fig. 3. Example of 24 h (A) low-frequency acoustic scene and (B) noise lev-
els in the species-specific communication frequency bands for fin, hump-
back and right whales. Data are from an autonomous seafloor recorder in

the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary on 27 December 2007.

Noise levels are Leq for the fin, humpback and right whale 1/3rd-octave

bands. The noise spike around 05:05 h is from the passage of a commercial

ship, the MV ‘New England’, at a distance of ca 0.5 km, while the less obvi-
ous increase in noise levels between 15:00 and 18:00 h is from the passage


of a second ship, the MV ‘Marchekan’, at a distance of 13 km
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the 3 different species-specific frequency bands for a


1 min sample collected by a 19-element array of


recorders off Massachusetts (Fig. 4). The relatively


high noise levels at the center recorder (approx.


42.4°N/70.6°W) in Fig. 4B,C are a result of construction


noise, while the high level to the right of center in


Fig. 4A is from a singing fin whale. There were no


singing humpback whales or calling right whales in


the area during this 1 min sample.


This illustrates an important feature of the sound


environment surrounding a potential receiver; noise


fields around receivers are not symmetrical. Further-

more, the spatial directivity of each sound source con-

tributing to an auditory scene varies; some sources are


fairly omnidirectional (e.g. very low-frequency whale


calls or the broadband, low-frequency noise from dis-

tant shipping traffic), some are more directional (e.g.


high pitched pilot whale whistles or the noise from a


small boat passing overhead). The ability of a listener


to spatially segregate signals from noise in a complex


auditory scene is referred to as the ‘cocktail party


effect,’ and there is a fairly extensive body of research


on this subject for humans (Cherry & Taylor 1954,


Broadbent 1958, Durlach & Colburn 1978, Handel


1989, Bregman 1990, Arons 1992). Here we assume


that when the sound source components contributing


to the acoustic scene at a receiving animal have direc-

tional-spatial cues, the receiver can separate out these


different sources as coming from different directions.


This ability to spatially segregate a signal arriving from


a conspecific sender from the non-signal sounds con-

tributing to the noise field (i.e. cocktail party effect or


spatial release) provides a receiving animal with an


improved communication space, while the spatial


directivity of noise sources imparts a noise-specific


asymmetry to the noise field surrounding the receiver


which, in turn, imparts asymmetry to the sender’s com-

munication space. In this paper we assume that marine


mammals have the ability to spatially segregate sig-

nals and noise (e.g. Turnbull 1994, Holt & Schusterman


2007). We therefore include a representative term for


signal directionality in our model of communication


masking for free-ranging animals, but we do not give it


an empirically informed value. Exclusion of this


explicit allowance for directional hearing means that


our estimates of masking effects will be overestimated


in this first-order evaluation.


As described above, acoustic interference includes


both communication masking and clutter3, where


acoustic interference results in a reduction or elimina-

tion of an animal’s ability to recognize communication


sounds. Although we understand that the distinction


between communication masking and clutter is not


absolute, for purposes of simplicity, we refer here to


communication masking as the loss of communication
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Fig. 4. Examples of ambient noise fields for 3 different

frequency bands in a 1 min sample from an array of 19 pop-
ups (d) deployed in Massachusetts Bay and centered on a

construction site: acoustic noise field in the (A) 18–28 Hz

fin whale band; (B) 224–708 Hz humpback whale band;


(C) 71–224 Hz right whale band


3Acoustic clutter includes the entities in the aggregate of re-
ceived sound that have acoustic features that can be confused

with a biological signal of interest. By this terminology broad-
band noise from a discrete source, such as a ship, is noise, not

clutter.
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space as a result of noise and/or sounds in the ambient


environment.


We now address the following types of questions:


What is the impact of the high levels of noise in the fre-

quency band of fin whale communication in the


Mediterranean Sea? How close do right whales have to


be to hear each other when a ship passes close by?


What is the area over which a singing humpback


whale might be heard by other whales? How much


does a whale’s communication space vary when a


noise source, natural or anthropogenic, affects its


acoustic habitat? What is the impact of a loss of com-

munication space on individual or population-level


success, and can we quantify these answers to take


into account the spatial, spectral and temporal dimen-

sions of variability as they apply to different species in


different communication contexts?


Principles of communication masking


Here we apply biological considerations to further


tune the selection of parameters representing the


degree to which signal and noise overlap in frequency,


time and space. This results in calculations of signal-

to-noise ratios (SNR) that are adjusted to species-

specific parameters and thereby provide us with a


biologically informed metric for evaluating the ability


of an animal to detect and recognize communication


signals under different noise conditions. In other


words, the result is a metric for estimating the amount


by which noise reduces the ability of a receiving ani-

mal to recognize the sounds of a conspecific.


The terms for these 3 factors relative to acoustic com-

munication are:


(1) Frequency band: a frequency range within which


background noise could mask a biologically meaning-

ful sound. Here the value of this frequency band is


based on the set of 1/3rd-octave bands that span the


species-specific communication sounds produced by


the species of interest. For species whose communica-

tion sounds span a wide frequency range (e.g. hump-

back and bowhead whales) this frequency band is


most likely wider than a critical bandwidth (Fay 1988).


(2) Integration-time: the duration over which ambi-

ent noise could mask the recognition of a biologically


meaningful sound. The value of this factor is based on


the assumed functional duration of the types of com-

munication sounds produced by the species of interest.


In the simple cases addressed here we assume that the


noise occurs simultaneously with and throughout the


entire duration of the sound, while recognizing that


communication masking can occur when the noise and


sound of interest only partially overlap in time or when


the noise precedes the sound.


(3) Space: the Euclidean space over which ambient


noise could mask a communication sound. The value of


this acoustic-space factor is based on the assumed


functional communication range for the type of sound


produced by the species of interest.


For our considerations, spectral overlap is accounted


for by calculating received levels (RL) and SNR levels


in the 1/3rd-octave bands encompassing the communi-

cation signal of interest (e.g. a contact call or song)4,


temporal overlap is accounted for by calculating RLs


and SNR levels in those bands of interest for time win-

dows matching the durations of the communication


signal of interest (e.g. 2 s for a right whale contact call


or 10 s for a humpback song phrase), and spatial over-

lap is accounted for by limiting the communication


masking area to an assumed transmission distance for


the signal of interest (e.g. 20 km).


Calculating communication masking is primarily a


matter of SNR; where SNR at a receiver (R) for a signal


from a sender (S) is calculated for the species-specific


frequency band and measured as5:


SNRR = RLR – NLR, in dB


(this is a ratio, so no reference unit) (1a)


RLR =


10log[received signal intensity/reference intensity] (1b)


NLR = 10log [noise intensity/reference intensity] (1c)


RLR = SLS –TLS, (1d)


and where the reference intensity is that of a plane


wave of root-mean-squared (rms) pressure relative to


1 µPa. For practical purposes of sound propagation in


the ocean, intensity is well estimated by the rms value


of [P2 (ρc)–1], where P is the pressure and ρc is the


characteristic impedance of sea water. Thus, the sonar


equation values can all be based on rms pressure mea-

surements.


Therefore,


(2a)


where NLA is the ambient noise level and NLn is the


noise level for the nth noise source. Each discrete noise


source experiences transmission loss:


NLn = NSLn – NTLn (2b)


NL NL NL 
n


= +∑1
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4Given the known asymmetry in noise communication mask-
ing (i.e. high levels of noise in a lower frequency band will in-
hibit the detection and recognition of sound in a higher band)

one could extend this index to include higher 1/3rd-octave

bands. In our treatment here, we do not include the effects of

upward communication masking.

5All further uses of SNR and related sonar equation terms will,

by default, assume that SNR is measured for a specified fre-
quency band spanning individual sets of 1/3rd-octave bands,

not a single frequency, and are thus rms band level measure-
ments.
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where NSLn and NTLn are the noise source level and


noise transmission loss for the discrete noise source n,


respectively. Therefore, combining Eqs. (1), (2) & (3),


the total SNR for a sender’s signal at a receiver is:


(3)


Due to the natural fluctuations of background noise


and related features of sounds, signals are not nor-

mally perceived at a value of SNR = 0, but at some


value (receiver system specific) greater than zero. This


difference is termed the detection threshold (DT) and


the relation between DT and SNR is undertaken by


another term called signal excess (SE). Thus, a new


member of the sonar equation family is:


SE = SNR – DT (4)


The value at which SE = 0 is also defined routinely


with respect to sonar systems as the 50% probability of


detection. Here we recognize that whales have attrib-

utes that may allow them to detect signals better than


Eq. (4) would imply. Let us enhance the DT term with


additional properties expected to be present in the


whale auditory ‘system’, and rename this expanded


term, recognition differential (RD). For the first attri-

bute in the RD term, we will continue to follow the


sonar analogy and call it the directivity index (DI) and


claim it to be analogous to binaural hearing gain. The


second attribute in the RD term is related to the dura-

tion and broadband nature of signals used by many


underwater animals. We will call this second term sig-

nal processing gain (SG) and give it a placeholder


value of 10log(TW), where TWrefers to the time prod-

uct of a vocalization’s duration (T) and bandwidth (W).


In the analogous sonar system using matched filter


processing, this time-bandwidth gain is normally split


such that 10log(T) is added to the source level (SPL) to


achieve a source energy level value in dB re 1 µPa2 s,


while 10log(W) is added to –NL which changes the


effective NL measurement from a band level SPL to a


spectrum level measurement in dB re 1 µPa2 Hz–1. In


our formulation, however, we will transform Eq. (4)


into:


SE = SNR – RD (5)

where


RD = DT– (DI+ SG) (6)


In essence the recognition differential accounts for


an animal’s expected ability to recognize, not just


detect, low level signals in background noise. By for-

mulating the equation in this manner, we implicitly


recognize that in the case where DI is unknown (or


thought to be minimal), and SG might not apply6, RD


resolves back to the classic DT.


The 2-D spatial and spectral (frequency overlap)


components of a simplified communication masking


model are shown in Fig. 57. Fig. 5B,C identify the


importance of frequency bandwidth and duration on


the process of recognition and on the impact that com-

munication masking could have on the communication


process. In Fig. 5B, for the receiving whale, WR, the


SNR of the call from the sending whale, WS, is barely


above the spectrum level of the ship and likely below


the band level of the ship (not shown). A more realistic


assessment of communication masking should include


the recognition differential, RD8, by adding some form


of signal processing gain (SG) and directive hearing


(DI) to the whale’s reception capability as given in Eqs.


(5) & (6). When these factors are included (Fig. 5C), if


SG (i.e. the TWgain) and DI combined are sufficient,


the SE for WS’ call is likely sufficient for it to be


detected by WR.


As alluded to above, one method to estimate SG that


is straightforward (and possibly not as good as animals


actually accomplish) is a simple matched filter. The


matched filter approach calculates SNR not on the


basis of power signal-to-noise, but on the basis of


energy signal-to-noise. The theoretical gain, SG, of


such a processor over a simple bandpass filter is nomi-

nally equal to 10log(TW)9. Therefore, a vocalization of


duration, T, and bandwidth, W, will theoretically pro-

vide a signal processing gain against relatively uni-

form noise of:


SG = 10log(TW) (7)


Signal bandwidth and time-bandwidth product are


extremely important features. Bandwidth becomes an


enormously valuable factor in a wide range of bio-

acoustic functions if some form of broadband process-

ing can be implemented. One benefit of a broadband


signal is that it offers the possibility for a receiver to


successfully detect and recognize the signal in acoustic


environments where portions of the signal are lost; for


example, as a result of frequency dependent multi-

SNR RL NL NSL NTL 
n


= − − −∑1
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6In the recognition process, we assume that the attending re-
ceiver anticipates knowledge of a signal to achieve the signal

processing gain. Hypothesizing that a vocalizing animal

would only possess such a signal for conspecific or known

predator sounds, we speculate that this gain likely does not

apply to all types of sounds.

7Not shown in this figure is the 3-D spatial variability as a re-
sult, for example, of sound propagation throughout the water

column or the depths of the calling and receiving whales.

These factors can be dealt with in the model, but for purposes

of simplicity are not included here.

8RT is expected to vary depending on the characteristics of

the signal. Thus, one might surmise that a predator sound or a

mating call (both signals with high selective value to the ani-
mal) might have a lower RT than the RT of a non-threatening

vocalization of another species.

9For example, the match filter output of a nominal vocaliza-
tion that is 0.4 s in duration with 100 Hz of bandwidth could

have a potential gain of 16 dB over a simple bandpass filter.
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path effects that strongly influence the amplitude-time


and frequency-amplitude structure of a signal. In


essence, the level of a broadband signal at a receiver


can be viewed as if it were sampled at a number of


points over some distance interval relative to its dis-

tance from the source. As stated by Harrison & Harri-

son (1995), a broadband signal of mean frequency (ƒ0)


and bandwidth (W) can be viewed as if its RL were


sampled at a number of points over a distance interval


(RINT) relative to a distance (R0) such that


RINT = R0 [W/ƒ0


This is tantamount to averaging the signal over its


entire frequency band at a single, distant point. Signal


bandwidth, therefore, minimizes peaks and largely


removes spectral nulls that would otherwise be present


in a pure tone transmission. The result is a signal that


has a higher probability of being recognized. In biolog-

ical terms, selection should favor animals with sensory


perception and processing mechanisms that take


advantage of signal bandwidth.


Including a recognition differential for conspecific


communication modifies Eq. (4) for SE to:


SE = SL – TL – NL – DT + DI + SG (9a)


i.e. SE = SNR – DT+ DI+ SG (9b)


Here we take into account 3 different scenarios for


noise: (1) very quiet ambient noise conditions when


there are no anthropogenic noise sources; a condition


we refer to as ‘ancient ambient’ noise (AA), (2) ambient


noise conditions as they typically occur in the present


habitat but when there are no discrete anthropogenic


noise sources (‘present ambient’, PrA1), and (3) noise


conditions as a result of ancient ambient noise and a


single or multiple discrete anthropogenic sources


(‘present noise sources’, PrA2). Note that for all scenar-

ios there are variable natural conditions such as wind


speed and precipitation that can alter the value of


ambient noise.


Using Eq. (9), rearranging, and taking Eq. (3) into


account yields 3 different expressions for SE at a


receiver under the different noise conditions.


SEAA = RLR – DT + DI + SG – NLAA (10a)


SEPrA1 = RLR – DT + DI + SG – NLPrA1 (10b)


SEPrA2 = RLR – DT + DI + SG – NLPrA2 (10c)


where , and n is the num-

ber of different discrete noise sources.


Here the term (RLR – DT + DI + SG) defines the


condition under which the signal could possibly be


perceived by the receiver under ancient ambient


noise conditions (i.e. SEAA > 0 dB). We assume that


this very quiet, ancient ambient noise condition


defines the lowest noise condition (i.e. the noise


NL NSL NTL 
n


PrA2 ∑1
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Fig. 5. Masking of whale communication from shipping noise.

The key communication masking components include: the

ambient spectrum noise level at the receiving whale, WR; the

spectrum level of the call from the sending whale, WS, at the

receiving whale; the spectrum noise source level of the ship;

and the received level of the ship noise at the receiving

whale; the spectral distributions of the ambient noise, ship

noise and whale call; and the transmission loss from the ship

to the receiving whale [TL(ship to WR)] and from the calling


whale to the receiving whale [TL(WS to WR)]
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floor) to which the animal’s auditory system has


evolved. Therefore, the value of SE under the


ancient ambient noise condition will be used as the


standard by which to determine the relative area


over which communication can take place under a


present noise condition.


Communication masking terms and algorithm


Communication space for a single sender


There are at least 4 sub-sets within the term commu-

nication space for a single sender, and these are not


mutually exclusive. These are:


(1) ‘Potential communication space’: the volume of


space surrounding an individual within which acoustic


communication with other conspecifics could occur


under normally optimal conditions.


(2) ‘Actual communication space’: the volume of


space surrounding an individual within which acoustic


communication with other conspecifics actually occurs.


Many of the features of actual communication space


must be determined empirically, and there are few


data quantifying actual communication space for any


marine mammal.


(3) ‘Sender communication space’: the volume of


space surrounding a sound producing animal within


which acoustic communication with listening con-

specifics could occur.


(4) ‘Receiver communication space’: the volume of


space surrounding a listening animal within which


conspecifics producing sounds could be recognized by


that animal.


In all further discussion we simplify the dimensional-

ity of communication space to be an area, while recog-

nizing that it is actually a volume.


Fig. 6 illustrates Eq. (9a) assuming a normal mode


transmission loss function (Porter & Reiss 1985) for 2


different ambient noise levels; 81 dB, representing the


ancient ambient noise level in the right whale commu-

nication band and 96 dB, representing an ambient


noise level under present conditions. In these simpli-

fied cases, the communication space is the area of the


circle in which SE> 0 dB. This figure illustrates several


important features of communication space: (1) the


influence of transmission loss on the shape of the SE


curve; where TL is always dominated by logarithmic


sound attenuation, (2) the resultant rapid fall off in RL,


(3) the importance of RD and SG in the calculation of


SE, and (4) the influence of noise level on the distance


over which SE > 0.


We assume that the area within which SE > 0 dB


under ancient ambient conditions (SEAA) defines the


space within which communication could possibly


occur. This potential communication space for a sender,


PCSS, can be discretely represented as:


(11)

where i is the total number of potential receivers, R,


and


ƒ(SE)i = 0  for SE < 0 dB,   ƒ(SE)i = 1  for SE ≥ 0 dB


For mysticete whales there are few to no measure-

ments that can be used to define actual communication


ranges. Bowhead, North Atlantic right and southern


right (Eubalaena australis) whales have been observed


counter-calling out to ranges of approximately 20 km


(Clark 1983, Clark 1989, Clark unpubl. data), and fin


whales and humpback whales are suspected of com-

municating out to distances of at least 10 km (Watkins


& Schevill 1979, Watkins 1981, Tyack 2008). Fin and


blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) have been


detected, located and tracked out to ranges of many


hundreds of kilometers (Clark & Gagnon 2002,


Watkins et al. 2004, Moore et al. 2006, Stafford et al.


2007). There is certainly the potential that these 2 spe-

cies might communicate over many hundreds of miles


PCS SE PR SE S i
i

R


i = ( ) ⋅ ( )
=∑ ƒ
1
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Fig. 6. Examples to illustrate the change in potential commu-

nication range for a low-frequency right whale call under 2


different levels of omnidirectional ambient noise (NL, shaded)


and assuming SL = 165 dB, DT= 10 dB, SG = 16 dB, and DI=


0 dB: (A) NL = 81 dB, range > 300 km, area = 210000 km2;


(B) NL = 96 dB, range = 6 km, area = 113 km2. TL =


20log[range/1m] for range ≤ 1 km and TL = 60 dB +


10log[range/1km] for range >1 km. The arrow in the lower


right points to the level at which SE = 0. Note: absorption is


not a factor for the frequencies and ranges considered here
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(Payne & Webb 19971), but this has not been demon-

strated. If we assume that under ancient ambient noise


conditions the communication range for fin, humpback


and right whales is 20 km, the communication space,


CSSmax, for these species would be 1258 km 2
.

However, this estimate of communication space does


not account for the fact that as the distance between a


sender and receiver increases and SEapproaches 0 dB,


the probability of the receiver recognizing the sender’s


signal decreases. To account for this uncertainty in the


probability that communication actually occurs we


weight the SE values throughout the area by a proba-

bility-of-recognition term, PR; where PR = 0.5 at SE =


0 dB, and PR = 1.0 at SE = 18dB. The upper value of


18 dB is assumed based on analogy to recognition


thresholds in human speech (Pearsons et al. 1977,


Tafalla & Evans 1997, Peters et al. 1999). We refer to


this area weighted by a recognition function as a


sender communication space. Under ancient ambient


noise conditions we assume that a sender’s communi-

cation space is maximized, with the ‘maximum sender


communication space’, CSSmax, represented as:


(12)


where i is the number of receivers,


ƒ(SE)i = 0   for SE < 0 dB,   ƒ(SE)i = 1 for SE≥ 0 dB,


PR(SE)i = 0.5 + ·SEi for 0 dB ≤ SE < 18 dB, and


PR(SE)i = 1 for SE≥ 18 dB.


This term CSSmax is important because it provides a


measure of communication masking relative to a stan-

dard. Without a standardized reference, one loses the


immense benefit of comparative evaluation, and a


value of communication space obtained without that


reference has little to no meaning. Thus, for example,


when stating that a noise source reduces an animal’s


communication space by 30%, that 30% needs to be


relative to some standardized communication space.


CSSmax serves as the standard reference against which


changes in a sender’s communication space under dif-

ferent ambient noise conditions can be compared. Its


value depends, in part, on the source level of the sound


produced by the sending whale and the environmental


conditions under which that signal could propagate to


potential receivers under a standardized ambient noise


condition. We propose that ancient ambient noise be


used as the standard noise condition for calculating


maximum communication space. We propose that the


level of the 5th percentile order statistic (in the commu-

nication frequency band), based on the analysis of a


significant acoustic sample, be used as a reference


level for ancient ambient noise, where at least a month


of data under present conditions is considered a signif-

icant acoustic sample. This level assumes that the 5th


percentile order statistic value does not include appre-

ciable contributions from shipping. By this procedure


any change in communication space as a result of pre-

sent ambient noise levels and/or specific noise sources


is quantified relative to a pre-industrial noise level.


So far we have only presented examples with differ-

ent levels of ambient noise, but without inclusion of


specific noise sources such as ships. When specific


noise sources with spatial and temporal properties are


considered, the noise level surrounding a receiver is


dynamic and varies over space and through time. That


is, the term NLPrA2 in Eq. (10c) is a function of time and


the relative positions of the receiver and the noise


source(s). Given these considerations and the back-

ground examples (Figs. 5 & 6), what can we say about


how much a ship might mask the signal from a sending


whale at a receiving whale? By using propagation


equations to estimate both the RL of the sound from the


calling whale and the RL from the ship at the receiving


whale, and by using these values in Eq. (10), we can


determine the SEPrA2 at the receiving whale during the


brief moment in time when the whale called. If the


SEPrA2 < 0, we could say that the noise from the ship


masked the sound from the sending whale. However,


even for this static case, this evaluation does not actu-

ally provide a full measure of the communication


masking effect of the ship because it does not include


the total reduction in the calling whale’s communica-

tion space as a result of the ship’s passage. To ade-

quately quantify communication masking over the


potential communication space of the calling animal


one must include a representative sample of possible


receiving whales throughout the period of time when


the noise source could interfere with communication.


To do this, we calculate a sender’s communication


space under a present noise condition, CSS, by consid-

ering a single sending animal and a grid of possible


receiving animals, uniformly distributed over an eco-

logically meaningful area10; where


(13)


The term CSS represents the portion of the communi-

cation space (i.e. a value between 0 and 1) available to


a sender under the existing noise conditions relative to


maximum sender communication space under an


ancient ambient noise condition. To estimate temporal


variation in the communication space for a single


sender over a given time period, we calculate CSS val-

ues at regular time intervals.


CS 
SE PR SE


CS
S 

i

R

Smax


= 
( ) ⋅ ( )

=∑ ƒ
1


1 0 5

18


−( ).


PCS SE PR SE
S i i

R


i = ( ) ⋅ ( )
=∑ ƒ
1 
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10In terms of acoustic ecology, an ecologically meaningful

area is one in which the spatial dimensions of the area are at

least on the same order of magnitude as twice the communi-
cation range of the species under consideration.
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Communication space for multiple senders


The ‘maximum communication space for multiple


senders’, CSMSmax, in an ecologically meaningful area is


calculated based on the sum of all the maximum sender


communication spaces for each individual in that area.


(14)


where M is the number of senders, and the ‘multiple-

sender communication space’, CSMS, relative to


ancient ambient noise condition is:


(15)


To estimate temporal variation in the communication


space for multiple senders over some time period, the


CSMS values are calculated at regular time intervals.


The spatial mapping of the CSSj values for each of the


M senders at a single time interval shows the spatial


distribution of communication space for the multiple


senders, while the time series of communication space


measures plotted at regular time intervals reveals the


temporal variability of the communication space for


the multiple senders.


‘Communication masking’ is the relative amount of


change in an animal’s acoustic space caused by the


presence of interfering sound(s). The metric for com-

munication masking is a measured change in acoustic


space under a present condition relative to a standard


condition. We propose that the basic standard condi-

tion be referenced to ancient ambient noise, while a


secondary standard condition could be referenced to a


present ambient noise condition that does not contain


the noise source being measured.


‘Masking of sender communication space’ is the rel-

ative amount of change in a sender’s communication


space caused by the presence of interfering sound(s).


The metric for sender communication masking is cal-

culated as the relative difference between sender com-

munication masking under ancient ambient noise con-

ditions (our standard reference, as described above)


and a present noise condition. By this definition and


process, we will now calculate communication mask-

ing (1) for a single sending individual and multiple


sending individuals, (2) for 3 different species-specific


spectral bands, and (3) for a single noise source and


multiple noise sources over different time samples.


Given all these considerations, the basic metric for


communication masking is the portion of the potential


communication space that is unavailable for communi-

cation. We refer to any such communication masking


metric as a communication masking ‘index’ or an


‘index of communication masking’. Thus, the commu-

nication masking index for a sender, MS, for any partic-

ular time sample, t, is:


(MS)t = (1 – CSS)t (16)


The communication masking index for multiple


senders, MMS, for any particular time sample, t, is:


(MMS)t = (1 – CSMS)t (17)


The communication masking index for multiple


senders over some period of time sampled at regular


interval T is the average value of MMS for Tsamples:


(18)


In all further discussion of communication space and


communication masking index, their calculated values


as presented in figures will be given as a proportional


number between 0 and 1, while their values as enu-

merated in the text will be given as a percentage


between 0 and 100.


Empirical measures of communication masking


The following illustrate our methods for calculating


communication space for a single sender and for multi-

ple senders. For calculations of communication space


we set DT= 10 dB11, DI= 0 dB, and SG= 16 dB12. Thus,


the combination of a DIvalue that does not include any


benefit from directionality in radiated sound or


received sound and a modest value for SG results in a


negative RD value, implying that in some circum-

stances animals have the ability to hear some sounds


that are below the ambient noise level. For our empiri-

cal habitat, we use the Stellwagen Bank National


Marine Sanctuary (SBNMS), an environment for which


we have oceanographic data (i.e. bathymetry, seasonal


sound velocity profiles), marine mammal data (i.e.


acoustic locations and tracks of vocally active whales),


and commercial shipping data (i.e. tracks, speeds, and


source levels of ships moving through the area). We


use 2 different areas centered on the SBNMS (Fig. 7).


The first area contains all potential senders and is


bounded by a circle whose radius is the distance within


which the species is assumed to communicate under


ancient ambient conditions (i.e. 20 km). This area is


gridded into a matrix of 4 km2 cells, with one sending


M T M 
t
t

T

=
 ( )−

=∑ 1

1 
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MSmax


= 
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1110 dB is an appropriate value for DT in sonar systems as

well as marine mammals (e.g. Kastelein et al. 2007)

12This nominal value of 16 dB follows the logic presented in

Clark & Ellison (2004) and represents a time-bandwidth prod-
uct (TW) of 40. We recognize that using 16 dB for SG is an

over-simplification and that the value of this term is at least a

function of the species and the communication context. Thus,

for example, we would expect a humpback listening for

humpback song with a 10 s phrase duration and 3 kHz band-
width to have a higher SG than a right whale listening for a

1 s long, 100 Hz bandwidth right whale contact call.
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whale per cell. The second area contains all potential 

receivers and is bounded by a circle whose radius is 

equal to twice the species’ communication range. This 

area is also gridded into 4 km2 cells, with one sending 

whale per cell. The 2 matrices are offset and interlaced 

such that, in the inner circle, there is a sender in the 

center of each receiver’s 4 km2 cell, and there is a 

receiver in the center of each sender’s 4 km2 cell. By 

this procedure there are 316 receivers in each sender’s 

space and a total of 313 senders (i.e. i = 316 and j = 

313). In all these analyses the ancient ambient band 

level noise value is 75 dB for fin, humpback and right 

whales. 

In the following 3 examples we calculate and show 

the sender communication space for (1) a single calling 

right whale, a species in which whales counter-call to 

maintain contact and initiate social interactions (Clark 

1983, Clark et al. 2007, Parks et al. 2007); (2) a singing 

fin whale and a singing humpback whale, species in


which males produce long sequences of intense


sounds that function as male reproductive displays


(Payne & McVay 1971, Watkins et al. 1987, Croll et al.


2002), and for a single calling right whale; and (3) mul-

tiple senders for all 3 species.


We use the Acoustic Integration Model© (AIM; Elli-

son et al. 1999, Frankel et al. 2002) to calculate


received levels of sound from a sender at each receiver


(RLR) in a grid of possible receiver locations, and the


RLs of sound from known noise sources (e.g. ships) for


that same receiver grid. We begin with a single noise


source (the MV ‘New England’, see Fig. 7) and con-

sider the species-specific parameters used in these


analyses (Table 3) as illustrated by spectrographic


examples of the species-specific sounds (Fig. 8).


Fig. 9 illustrates the sender communication space for


a single calling right whale at 2 different times when


the commercial vessel MV ‘New England’ was moving


through the whale’s acoustic space. In this case, the


316 hypothetical receiver whales in the communica-

tion space are divided into whales for which SE > 0 dB


(light grey dots) and SE ≤ 0 dB (dark grey dots). In


Example 1, when the ship is outside and approaching


the sender communication space, the ship noise results


in a 6% decrease (19/316) in the number of receivers


for whom SE > 0 dB, or, in our terminology, a 6%


decrease in sender communication space; later, at


05:40 h, when the ship is inside the sender communica-

tion space, the ship noise results in a 97% decrease


(306/316) in the sender communication space.


Fig. 10 shows the sender communication spaces,


CSS, for a single fin, humpback and right whale


located in the center of the gridded receivers (n = 316)


at 2 times (04:40 and 05:40 h) as the MV ‘New England’


was moving into and through the area. The source lev-

els of the ship in the fin, humpback and right whale


frequency bands were 181, 167 and 172 dB, respec-

tively. Here the sender communication space for each


of the 316 receiver whales is coded by the dB value of


ƒ(SEi) ·PR(SEi) (see Eq. 12).
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Fig. 7. Distribution of multiple sending whales (n = 313, dark 
blue dots) distributed over a circular area of diameter = 40 km 
and the distribution grid of possible receiving whales (n =

1239, light green dots) distributed over a circular area of

diameter = 80 km. Also shown are the tracks of 2 commercial 
vessels, the MV ‘New England and the MV ‘Marchekan’, 
which transited through the area on 27 December 2007 (see 
Fig. 3). The positions of the MV ‘New England’ are marked

(blue triangles) at (A) 04:40 h, when about to enter the re-
ceiving whale area, and (B) 05:40 h, when  close to and

northwest of a single sending whale, SW (red triangle), used 
in the examples of sender communication space. The red 
multisided box identifies the boundary of the Stellwagen 
Bank National Marine Sanctuary. (The trapezoidal track for

MV ‘Marchekan’ occurred when the vessel made a counter-

clockwise loop to delay its entrance to Boston Harbor) 

Species Band SL DT DI SG SRD CR


(Hz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (m) (km)


Fin 18–28 180 10 0 16 20 20

Humpback 224–708 170 10 0 16 20 20

Right 71–224 160 10 0 16 20 20


Table 3. Species-specific sound parameters used in calcu-
lations of communication space. ‘Band (Hz)’ is the low–high

frequency range for the set of 1/3rd-octave bands used to

calculate RLs. SRD: ‘Source-receiver depths’, the depth of the

calling and listening whales. CR: ‘Communication range’, the

maximum distance out to which whales are assumed to


communicate
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Time-varying communication space values of CSS


can be calculated over a portion of the day (27 Dec


2007) for each of the 3 species (Fig. 11). These repre-

sent the percentage of the communication space avail-

able to the sender throughout the 12.3 h period as MV


‘New England’ approached, moved through, and


departed from the communication area.


These 2 examples demonstrate how the


communication space for a single sending


whale can vary depending on (1) the proxim-

ity of the noise source, (2) the noise level of


the noise source in the species-specific fre-

quency band, (3) the source level of the


whale’s communication sound, and (4) the


frequency band of the whale’s communica-

tion sound.


Fig. 12 shows multiple sender communica-

tion spaces (CSMS) for 313 hypothetical fin


whale singers, humpback whale singers and


calling right whales calculated (see Eq. 15) at


the same 2 times when the MV ‘New England’


was moving through the acoustic spaces for


each of the 3 different species. The time-vary-

ing values of communication space for each of


these hypothetical sets of fin whale singers,


humpback whale singers and calling right


whales can be calculated at regular intervals


for the 12 h 20 min time period during


which MV ‘New England’ approached,


moved through, and departed from the


communication area (Fig. 13).


The communication spaces for the fin


and humpback whale singers were only


slightly changed by the passage of the


ship and only for the short period of time


when the ship was very close to the


receiving whales. In contrast, the right


whale communication space was dra-

matically reduced throughout most of


the time that the ship was passing


through the area.


One very important outcome from the


development of this algorithm, and illus-

trated by these analytical examples, is


that we now have a comparative metric


to quantify these differences and varia-

tions in communication space for indi-

viduals and groups of calling animals


throughout a habitat and over a selected


period of time. Thus, in the example


above when considering a single singing


fin, singing humpback or calling right


whale located in the center of the


1239 km2 potential CS (Figs. 10 & 11),


the sender CS for each species during


the 10 min sample at 05:40 h was 64%, 75%, and 1%,


respectively (see Eq. 13). When considering the sets of


fin, humpback and right whales (n = 313) uniformly


distributed throughout the 1256 km2 area (Figs. 12 &


13), the average percentages of sender CS during the


10 min sample at 05:40 h were 72%, 84%, and 6%,


respectively. For the entire 12 h 20 min period that the
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Fig. 8. Spectrogram examples showing the repetitive, cadenced features of fin


whale song (top); the repeated, syllabic, but subtly variable features of hump-

back whale song (middle); and the simple, glissando features of a right whale


contact call (bottom) [1024 pt FFT, 50% overlap, Hanning window]. Note the


different frequency ranges and durations for each of the species


Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of sender CS for a grid of uniformly distributed


receivers (n = 316) based on a calling right whale in the center of the space


(SL = 160 dB, DT= –10 dB, SG = 16 dB) and for the noise from the vessel


MV ‘New England’ (SL = 172 dB), (A) approaching the sender from the


northeast (see Figs. 3 & 7), and (B) when the ship was 4 km northwest of


the sender. Light dots: receivers for which SE > 0 dB; dark dots: receivers


for which SE ≤ 0 dB
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MV ‘New England’ was approaching and transiting


through that area, the average percentage of individ-

ual sender CS available was 80% (SD ± 7%) for fin


whales, 92% (SD ± 6%) for humpback whales, and


23% (SD ± 16%) for right whales.


These examples indicate that calling right whales


are predicted to have been affected to a much greater


extent by masking noise from the MV ‘New England’


on 27 Dec 2007 than either singing fin or singing


humpback whales. In fact, the percentage of sender


CS available to a uniformly distributed set of calling


right whales at this time was estimated to be 3.8 times


less than that for singing humpbacks. During this par-

ticular 12.33 h period, noise from MV ‘New England’


resulted in average percentages of communication


masking for fin, humpback and right whales of 19%


(SD ± 0.06), 8% (SD ± 0.05), and 76% (SD ± 0.17),


respectively (Fig. 14).


Because the masking algorithm index is generalized


(Eq. 10c), we can accumulate additional noise sources


in the calculation of M. Thus, for example, when mask-

ing noise from a second ship (MV ‘Marchekan’, 14:50


to 20:50 h; see Fig. 7) is added to the noise from MV


‘New England’, the accumulated noise during the 21 h


period (01:10 h to 22:10 h) increases the average per-

centages of communication masking for fin, humpback


and right whales to 33% (SD ± 0.14), 11% (SD ± 0.06),


and 84% (SD ± 0.16), respectively (Fig. 15).


DISCUSSION


Ocean ambient noise and noise sources mask the


communication sounds of free-ranging marine mam-

mals. A mechanism is described for quantitatively


assessing communication masking for one or many


sending animals as a result of one or more noise


sources13. Here the term communication masking is a


modification of the term as originally developed for


human speech. In the clinical sense, communication


masking is the amount (or process) by which the


threshold of audibility of one sound is raised by the


presence of another (masking) sound (Tanner 1958,


Moore 1982). We redefine the term communication


masking for the practical situation in which free-
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Fig. 11. Time-varying percentages of CSS (Eq. 13), as a function

of ship noise, for a single fin whale singer, humpback whale

singer and calling right whale during the passage of MV ‘New

England’ through the SBNMS on 27 December 2007. Samples

were taken every 10 min from 01:10 to 13:30 h. The 2 arrows

correspond to the 2 sample times (04:40 and 05:40 h) shown


in Fig. 10


Fig. 10. Spatial distributions of sender CS for a single fin

whale singer (A, B), humpback whale singer (C,D) and call-
ing right whale (E, F) as a function of noise from an approach-
ing ship, the MV ‘New England’. The sending whale is

located in the center of a 1256 km2 CS of 316 receiving

whales. Left hand panels are at 04:40 h when the ship was

northeast of the sender. Right hand panels are at 05:40 h

when the ship was ~4 km northwest of the sender. The scale

bar indicates the recognition-weighted value of SE in dB at


the receiver locations (Eq. 12)


13Values of CSand M for receiving individuals or populations

are similarly derived but are not the same as for sending

animals.
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ranging marine mammals are communicating under


the acoustic conditions present within their existing


habitats. Under this real-world context, communica-

tion masking is measured as a loss of communication


space as a result of other sound(s), either natural or


anthropogenic, relative to that space under quiet


ancient ambient conditions; where we use the 5th per-

centile noise level as that reference for quiet noise.


We have merged the well established and empiri-

cally-based knowledge of ocean acoustic propagation


modeling and the sonar equation, and informed these


with empirical biological parameters and biological


considerations relative to space, frequency and time.


By tuning these parameters to the actual bioacoustic


characteristics of communication sounds for different


species we calculate measures that quantify the spatio-

spectral-temporal variability of a species’ communica-

tion space in real-world conditions involving human


sound sources. The result is a metric by which one can


systematically measure and compare changes in com-

munication space as a result of anthropogenic


sound(s); in the case here, the noise from a commercial


ship moving through a marine sanctuary in which at


least 3 species have seasonal residence.


We demonstrate that it is possible to assign objective,


quantitative values to the communication masking of


free-ranging marine mammals operating in the pres-

ence of real-world anthropogenic noise sources, and to


provide insight into the potential effects of communi-

cation masking by ship noise on fin, humpback and


right whales in an important coastal habitat. This pro-

cess can be expanded and applied to other species, in


other biological contexts, in other habitats, and on dif-

ferent spatial and temporal scales.


Communication masking by ship noise is much more


severe for calling right whales than it is for singing fin


or humpback whales in the examples considered here


(see Figs. 13 to 15). In these analyses a major reason for


this difference is source level: right whale calls are not


as loud as fin or humpback songs. Combined with


differences in source level are the differences in the


species-specific, noise band levels from the ship; 181,


167, and 172 dB for fin, humpback and right whales,


respectively (NSL re 1µPA @1 m) and the different


transmission losses for the noise in those different fre-

quency bands. What is not considered here is source


level variability; right whales certainly do not always


call at 160 dB or fin whales at 180 dB; or the actual vari-

ability in a species’ recognition threshold, which we


have simplified by assuming that all 3 species have a
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Fig. 13. Time-varying percentages of CSMS (Eq. 15) available

for a uniformly distributed number of fin whale singers,

humpback whale singers and calling right whales (n = 313,

see Fig. 12) on 27 December 2007. Samples taken every


10 min from 01:10 to 13:30 h


Fig. 12. Spatial distributions of CS for a uniformly distributed

number of fin whale singers, humpback whale singers and

calling right whales (n = 313) and for noise from an approach-
ing ship, the MV ‘New England’. Left-hand panels are at

04:40 h when the ship was ∼40 km to the northeast of the clos-
est sender, and right-hand panels are at 05:40 h when the ship

was ~4 km to the northwest of the closest sender (see Figs. 3

& 7). (A, B) fin whale; (C, D) humpback whale; (E, F) right

whale. Scale bar indicates the CSMS value (see Eq. 15)
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signal processing gain of 16 dB; or the areas over


which these animals actually communicate, which we


have simplified by assuming that all 3 species only


communicate out to a range of 20 km.


These basic considerations emphasize the need to


know more about the characteristics of communication


signals, the conditions under which animals actually


produce these signals, and how they might vary their


communications under different contexts. Almost


every term and parameter is a function of multiple


variables, and the variance in each of these variables


imposes different amounts of uncertainty on the out-

come of any estimate of communication masking.


However, these uncertainties are bounded and their


simplification allows one to calculate estimates that


are at least good first order approximations. There-

fore, these estimates are useful for assessing the poten-

tial for communication masking on different whale


species.


Knowing the biological and abiotic parameters (e.g.


frequency band, integration time, communication


range, call source level of animal’s sound, depth of


calling and receiving animals, anthropogenic noise


source characteristics and movements, propagation


loss features) one can envision how noise might mask


the communication space of a roving herd of pilot


whales whistling in the 7–12k Hz band at 175 dB (SL re


1µPa @1m). Given the much higher transmission loss


and lower source levels of ships at these frequencies as


well as the expected smaller communication space for


pilot whales under normally quiet conditions, one


might predict that the spatio-spectral-temporal foot-

print of communication masking from the ship noise on


pilot whales would be much smaller than that for the


baleen whales. The benefit from the algorithm pre-

sented in this paper is that it provides an analytical


process by which to quantify what is meant by ‘much


smaller’.


Our considerations can be extended to non-continu-

ous sources of noise (e.g. the low-frequency energy


from seismic airgun arrays or construction activities)


and acoustic contexts other than communication (e.g.


echolocation or predator avoidance). A conclusion that


is common to all, and independent of species or context


is that the greatest uncertainties in our abilities to esti-

mate the impacts of communication masking come


from our ignorance of the spatial and temporal scales


over which animals engage in their bioacoustic activi-

ties. Fairly little is known about the ranges over which


the large whales actually communicate, although


based on signal and receiver characteristics some esti-

mates of communication distances are possible. How-

ever, without better knowledge certain assumptions


about communication range are required and the


resultant uncertainties in estimates of communication


masking are dependent on those assumptions.


An important outcome (exemplified in Fig. 15) is that


this communication masking algorithm can be used to


evaluate the contributions to masking from individual


sound sources and the cumulative effect of multiple


sources on one or many individuals. Cumulative im-

pact has been a long-standing, seemingly intractable


issue in the debate over noise effects on marine mam-

mals. Here we have presented a standardized metric to


quantitatively estimate how much each sound source


contributes to the communication masking index.


Stated from an ecological perspective, we now have a


measure for estimating the cost to communication,


measured and expressed over ecologically meaningful


spatial and temporal scales, for an individual or a pop-

ulation as a result of a particular sound source. Thus,
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Fig. 14. M for a uniformly distributed number of fin whale

singers, humpback whale singers and calling right whales

(see Fig. 12 & 13) on 27 December 2007 as a result of noise

from the MV ‘New England’. Samples were taken every


10 min from 01:10 to 13:30 h


Fig. 15. Cumulative M for a uniformly distributed number of

fin whale singers, humpback whale singers and calling right

whales (see Fig. 14) on 27 December 2007 as a result of noise

from 2 ships, the MV ‘New England’ and the MV ‘Marche-
kan’. Samples were taken every 10 min from 01:10 to 22:10 h
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using right whales as an example, we have shown that


for at least 13.2 h of one day in the SBNMS the average


communication masking index was 0.84, or the cost to


communication from 2 commercial ships was an 84%


reduction of communication space, i.e. on average only


16% of a whale’s expected communication space was


available. Based on data in Hatch et al. (2008) indicat-

ing an average of 6 commercial vessels per day over a


2 mo period, we can assume that this magnitude of


impact on potential right whale communication space


occurs for much of the time that whales are in that


habitat. This raises specific questions as to the cost to


an individual right whale from this chronic noise con-

dition and how the loss of communication opportuni-

ties might lead to decreased fecundity and rates of sur-

vival. At present we can only speculate because we do


not know enough of the details about when and how


the whales use their calls to communicate relative to


the behavioral and ecological contexts, and how


reductions in these capabilities translate into biological


cost. We do know that these whales counter-call and


use these episodes of calling to find each other and to


aggregate, so one immediate cost is the loss of oppor-

tunities to form social groups. Right whales form


aggregations during mating and during feeding, so


one likely cost is the loss of mating and feeding op-

portunities. However, we do not yet know the real


cost to an individual or a population from these lost


opportunities.


The application and extension of the communica-

tion masking metric to quantify biological cost within


an ecological framework offers a critical missing link


to the major current dilemma of assessing noise


impacts in the marine environment. As represented


by the Potential Consequences of Acoustic Distur-

bance (PCAD) model (NRC 2005), there is a cascade


of transitions between 5 core components in the


model starting with physical acoustics and ending


with population level effects. Each transition between


model components shows the output(s) from one com-

ponent as the input(s) into the next and then assumes


that a response in the next component is a function of


the input(s). The model provides no specific enlight-

enment as to how the transitions between components


occur, or what the transfer functions are. In fact, the


transitions as presently stated confound different lev-

els of analysis because the model does not specifically


deal with the fact that the input-output variables


between different components are often conceptual or


have fundamentally different units. Thus, the PCAD


model in its present form provides little explicit direc-

tion towards a practical solution; we offer a step


toward a solution by formalizing the functional con-

nections between spatio-spectral-temporal variability


in a free-ranging animal’s ambient noise environment


and the resultant loss of its opportunities to communi-

cate. The task now is to better understand and con-

strain the uncertainties in the algorithm’s variables,


and to inform some of the simplifying assumptions


(and test predicted ranges) with more empirical data.


That will, of course, require addressing communica-

tion ranges within the proper ecological contexts and,


more generally, the spaces over which different


acoustic behaviors occur and change as a function of


noise and other events.


We have adapted the term communication masking


to the marine world of today, in which animals are con-

fronted with a dynamic multitude of broadband


sources added to a less dynamic, but steadily rising


baseline of ambient noise that is considerably different


(from the perspective of the animals) and more difficult


to communicate in than the ambient acoustic ecology


in which they evolved. The acoustic ecology of this


modern habitat has changed significantly within the


lifetime of an individual, thereby short-circuiting the


normal operations of selection and adaptation. If ani-

mals are not pre-adapted or well adapted to compen-

sate for changes in their ambient noise environment,


they are left with few, if any, options by which to suc-

cessfully communicate in anthropogenically modified


acoustic habitats. There is some evidence that whales


can, but sometimes do not, compensate for such


changes in their ambient noise environment. For


example, killer whales increase the amplitudes of their


calls with increasing noise in the 1–40 kHz frequency


band (Holt et al. 2009), and blue whales increase their


rate of social calling in the presence of noise from a


seismic exploration sparker (Di Iorio & Clark 2009).


North Atlantic right whales have shifted the funda-

mental frequency of their contact calls by about an


octave over a period of several decades, possibly as a


result of long-term increases in ambient noise, but they


reduce calling rate in response to increases in local


ambient noise conditions (Parks et al. 2007).


Payne & Webb (1971) were the first to raise the con-

cern that noise from modern commercial shipping


might reduce long-range communication for blue and


fin whale singers. That hypothesis was ignored for a


quarter of a century, during which ambient ocean


noise levels continued to rise. By the century’s turn that


concern could no longer be ignored (e.g. NRC 2000,


2003). Numerous workshops were held to formally dis-

cuss and debate the problem (e.g. Southall 2005,


Southall & Scholik-Schlomer 2009), and in some cases


those discussions have led to agreements on actions


that could lead to reductions in ocean noise levels


(Wright 2008).


As demonstrated here, the acoustic communication


space for at least one species of large baleen whale, the


highly endangered North Atlantic right whale, is seri-
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ously compromised by noise from commercial shipping


traffic. It remains to be determined over what spatial-

spectral-temporal scales this conclusion is applicable


to other species and other habitats.


As the planet’s present dominant species, humans


have choices to make. In the case of the ocean’s


acoustic ecological habitat, the choices we are making


now have profound implications for the future of


marine mammals. It is our opinion that the right choice


cannot wait another 3 decades.
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